Upham’s Parish Plan
Upham: Our Village, Our Voice
Introduction
Over the next 10-20 years there are bound to be changes in our Parish. There will be
things that people are happy to see change and things that people would like to stay the
same.

What is a Parish Plan?
A Parish Plan describes in detail what features, local characteristics, facilities and services
are valued by people in the village. It also identifies local problems and issues which need
to be tackled. It makes clear how we want our community to develop in the future and
provides an action plan to achieve this vision.

Why are we doing it?
Our Plan will influence decisions by service providers, inform the Parish Council’s strategy,
influence the planning of actions by people in the parish and – hopefully – win funds for
local initiatives.

Finance
£500 was donated by Winchester City Council.
We received a County Councillor grant of £775 for publication of the report and folder.

Our community
Upham lies between Winchester and Portsmouth, about 10 miles from the centre of
Southampton, and on the edge of the South Downs.
Upham Parish (which includes the surrounding area) has a population of 663 persons in 256
households (Census 2011).
Upham is a lively community with Primary School, Church, shop, Village Hall and 3 pubs
(and even its own brewery!). There is a wide range of active societies many of which use
the village hall as their base.
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The village has two centres. The original hamlet of
Upham lies on the higher ground in the centre of the
Parish. Now a conservation area, it contains the Church,
the village recreation ground, the village pond and the
Brushmakers’ Arms. Lower Upham lies about 2
kilometres to the south west on the main road from
Winchester/Colden Common to Bishops Waltham. This
busy main road separates part of Lower Upham from the
rest of the village. The Village shop with Post Office, the
Village Hall, and the Woodman and Alma pubs are all in
Lower Upham, from which bus services run. There are
also several more outlying areas to the north of the
centre.
These two centres are joined by Upham Street, a
winding lane with other narrow lanes branching off it at
the top, middle and bottom. Houses run all the way along Upham Street so that the two
communities are, in fact, continuous. The thriving Upham C of E aided Primary School is
on Upham Street.
A popular starting point for country walks, Upham Parish is surrounded by attractive
countryside and much of the village now lies within the South Downs National Park. Much
of the farmland is arable but there is extensive pasture for sheep, pigs, cattle and horses.

Bluebells in the woods near Popes Lane

The village is crossed by an extensive network of footpaths including longer distance paths
the Monarch’s Way, Pilgrims’ Trail and King’s Way. In the south of the parish King’s Way
and the Pilgrims’ Trail partly use the course of the former Roman road from Winchester to
Portchester, which passes between Upham and Lower Upham. From the footpaths around
the upper part of the village there are panoramic views to the Isle of Wight, New Forest,
Winchester and along the South Downs.

How we produced our plan
Early in 2012 the Parish Council decided to investigate the possibility of creating a Parish
Plan for Upham Parish.
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In March 2012 a Public Meeting was
held in the Village Hall to promote
awareness and interest in the idea
and volunteers were requested to
form a steering group. Members of
the Parish Council were also on this
steering group. At this meeting
village residents were asked to list
what they liked about our village.
The first meeting of the volunteer
steering group was in October 2012
and Upham: Our Village, Our Voice
(OVOV) was conceived. The project
was publicised in the Parish Magazine
and on the Village website.
In February 2013 members of the Steering Group visited every household in the parish,
chatting to people whenever possible to find their views and identify any issues. Residents
were invited to the Launch Meeting on 9th March 2013 in the Village Hall. This was a
great success with 60 – 70 attendees. Doug Jones from Buriton village gave an inspirational
talk on the positive effect of the Parish Plan on their village after which tea and coffee
were served and we broke up into interest groups to discuss issues which had been
identified.
These special interest groups discussed the following areas
-

Roads and Transport, including rights of way
Community
Broadband
Business
Environment
Services
Older people
Youth.

The Roads/Transport, Community and Environment groups continued to meet through
April and May to further tease out issues and to begin to formulate questions for the
Village Questionnaire. New members joined both the Steering Group and the interest
groups and we were fortunate to have the assistance of a local Market Research
professional (See appendix for names of people involved).
In June 2013 members of the steering group set up a stand at the Church fete to publicise
OVOV, to provide a progress report and to further consult village residents prior to
finalising the questionnaire.

OVOV stand at the Church Fete 2013
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In September/October 2013 volunteers delivered the Village Questionnaire to all
households in the village. It was also available online via the village website. There were
two questionnaires. The Household questionnaire was quite short with the intention that
there should be one of these completed per household. Questions tended to be more
factual, for example post code, number of people in the household, utilities/services, etc.
The individual questionnaire was rather longer and everyone from aged 10 and over was
encouraged to complete it. Many of the questions were designed to gather opinions rather
than facts for example ‘what do you most value about living in Upham?’. The majority of
questionnaires were completed online. Hard copies were collected in one of three ways 1)
posted in stamped addressed envelopes to the market research company 2) dropped in a
collection box in the village Post Office 3) collected by hand by volunteers.
122 household questionnaires and 208 individual questionnaires were returned. According
to the 2011 census there are 264 households in the village, meaning that the response rate
from households was 48%. The following table shows the demographics of the responders
and of the village population.
Comparison of demographics of responders to OVOV questionnaire with whole village
population (percentages)
Whole village (663
persons)

OVOV responders (208
persons)

Male

52

49

Female

48

51

0-10

13

1

11-17

9

5

18-30

10

2

31-50

30

28

51-70

31

48

70+

7

15

Economic profile

(505 persons)

Part time employment

14

19

Full time employment

36

13

Retired

13

31

Self employed

22

25

Others (students/carers)

15

12

Gender

Age

This table shows us that
-

-

OVOV responders were very similar to the village population with regards to
gender.
More of the OVOV responders were over 50 compared with the village population.
This is partly because we did not encourage children younger than 10 to complete
the questionnaire. However there were also fewer in the 11-30 age range. The
number of responses from the 31-50 range was similar.
Compared with the village population fewer of the OVOV responders were in fulltime employment and more were retired. The percentages of self-employed were
similar.
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Towards the end of November the process of analysis and discussion began. In January
2014, the interest groups met again to consider the results and to make proposals for the
Action Plan. These were then considered by the Steering Group, and, throughout February
and March, the groups met to develop their particular action points.
More than 70 residents came to an exhibition of results in the Village Hall on April 26th
2014. There was a real buzz around the hall as everyone looked at the presentations and
enjoyed OVOV cake and free samples of local ale and cupcakes.
At the end of June members of the steering group held a joint meeting with the Parish
Council for a detailed discussion of the draft report. The Parish Council gave their
commitment and support to the delivery of the plan (see appendix for timeline).

Summary analysis of the
questionnaire
38% of responders had lived in the village for
up to 10 years; the remaining 62% for 11+
years. 28% lived in Lower Upham, 61% in
Upham and 12% in outlying areas. According to
the electoral role 30% of the population live in
Lower Upham, 57% in Upham and 13% in
outlying areas. The responders are, therefore,
representative of the village.
The size of households varied from 1-6 persons,
14% with one resident, 40% with 2 residents
and 44% with three or more residents. 90% of houses were owner occupied, 6% rented, 3%
tied accommodation and 1% other.

1. Best things about Upham
When asked “What do you most value about living in Upham?”, respondents particularly
highlighted the countryside including rural access/views/fresh air/natural beauty (60%),
the community spirit including the people/neighbours/friendly (42%), the tranquillity
including peace/quiet (29%) and proximity to larger/major towns/London (13%)
The top seven responses (%) are shown in the chart below.

TOP SEVEN MENTIONS
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

Respondents were also given a list of 20 village characteristics and asked to say how
important they were to the village. The following chart shows the top seven.
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Top seven characteristics considered
essential to the village (%)
School
Working Farms
Recreation ground
Pubs
PO and shop
Church
Tranquillity and quiet
62

64

66

68

70

72

74

76

78

80

Along with the tranquillity and quiet, the respondents
thought the village facilities were extremely important
and need to be protected.

2. Village facilities
In response to specific questions about the following four village facilities respondents said
the following:
School – 20% of children attended a local school,
with 11% of responders saying that they had
attended Upham School themselves, 31% having had
children who had attended Upham School and 7%
expecting to have children attending the school in
future.

Village Hall – 53% said that they visited the
hall at least several times a year with 16%
doing so more than once a month. Most
usage was for functions, meetings and
children’s groups.
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Church – 43% said they visited the church at least
several times a year with 16% doing so more than
once a month. The majority of usage, not
surprisingly, was to attend services.

Recreation ground - extremely well used
with 69% visiting the ground at least
several times a year and 47% doing so
more than once a month. 71% stated
walking as the main reason, 41% using play
equipment, 55% dog walking, 8% football
and 26% informal games with friends and
family. Clearly the recreation ground is a
vital part of Upham village life.

3. Travel around Upham
The number of cars in each household varied from 1 to 6 with 32% having one car and 49%
two. There were very few households with motorbikes (2%), transit vans (9%) or larger
vehicles (2%). In contrast, 41% of households had at least one bicycle, with 15% having
two.
75% of people travel around Upham by car on most days, 15% by
bike and 44% on foot. 3% ride on horseback around the village at
least once a week. When asked about their experiences of
travelling round Upham the responses were as follows:
Cars travel too fast/need speed limits etc

33%

Traffic/parking problems at school

14%

Dangerous to walk on roads

10%

Roads poorly maintained

8%

There were a number of other mentions of hazards on the roads,
e.g. crossing main road, parking at church and recreation ground, poor visibility, Upham
used as a rat run, mud on road.
56% thought that speed limits should be lower with 57% saying that speed limits should be
30mph on all roads within the village boundaries. 60% of responders thought that a
Speedwatch scheme would be a good idea but only 17% would be willing to take part in
such a scheme. 43% thought that some sort of traffic calming scheme would be a good
idea.

Attitude to changing speed limits (%)
1

3

39
56

Should be lower

About right

Should be higher
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No opinion

89% of respondents never travel by bus, though more young
people do (20% on most days). More frequent services (15%),
bus stops (13%) and destinations (13%) were cited as
improvements which would encourage bus travel.

57% were in favour of changing signage
to a design more in keeping with the
village environment with 52% agreeing
that better direction signs to the
village from the Morestead road and
Winchester road would be a good idea.

4. Communication/community
87% of responders thought it was important to know what is going on in the village, whilst
only 62% felt well informed. Residents are aware of communication methods used
including noticeboards, Parish news, website, flyers, posters and emails. However, there
does appear to be a need to improve communication. Information that was recorded as
being important was:
Events in and around the village

88%

District council announcements
like planning, road closures

84%

Parish council agenda/minutes

73%

Local interest groups

67%

When asked how communication could be improved, 11% said it was fine as it was and 63%
did not respond. Improvement suggestions included email, a newsletter/village magazine,
improved website, notice boards.

A current notice board

A proposed new notice board

37% said they would like to see more social/cultural events organised in the village, 15%
said they would not, whilst 45% did not know.
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How important is it to know what's going on around Upham
(%)
3 2
8

38

49

Very

Quite

Neither imp, nor unimp

Not very

No answer

5. Local groups

Community Care Group (CCG) – 23% of respondents said they had been visited by CCG
whereas 65% said they had not; the rest did not know. 70% had not received a welcome
pack. Of those who had received a pack, 75% said it had been useful.
There seems to be a high awareness of other local groups, in particular Upham Players
(70%), Neighbourhood Watch (63%), Football Club (61%), pre-school (56%) and bell ringers
(55%) with many people also involved in these activities. A number of people expressed an
interest in knowing more about some of the groups, which suggests that a way of
advertising them would be valuable. Not surprisingly, many of the groups were considered
to be important to the village, the top 5 being Neighbourhood Watch, Youth Club, PreSchool, Stay and Play Toddler group and the Community Care Group.
New groups suggested by more than 50% of responders were community transport links,
better facilities for young people to meet and care home/day centre for people with
connections to the village. There was less interest in gardening for wildlife initiatives,
computer lessons, fitness training and domestic livestock support groups.
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6. Concerns
The most important issues appear to be road maintenance, surface
water after rain/roadside ditches, dog poo/litter and the effect of
heavy delivery vehicles. Other issues still important but of less
concern are upkeep of footpaths/stiles, car parking on village roads,
hedges (tidiness and loss of plant diversity), foul water from domestic
drains. Ranked lowest are concerns about light pollution, drainage of
effluent from farms, farm traffic, planes from Eastleigh and Upham
airports.

Top seven concerns
heavy vehicles
footpath upkeep
litter
roadside ditches
drainage of surface water
dog poo
road maintenance
0

10

20

30

big concern

40

50

60

70

80

90

bit of a concern

7. Mobile/Broadband
68% of respondents use their mobile phone on most days, with only 23% satisfied with the
service. 86% said the quality of signal was important.
78% use the internet on most days with only 17% saying they were satisfied. 42% said the
download speed was less than 2Mb/second (39% did not know). 83% felt that fast
broadband speed was important.
These figures make it clear that slow broadband speed and poor mobile phone signal are
major issues to a large majority of responders.
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8. The Environment
The questionnaire offered various suggestions for benefiting the environment. The
percentages of respondents who agreed with these were as follows.

Buying more local produce

79

Recycling more of our waste

67

Using more recyclable materials

66

Reducing household carbon footprint

43

More sites for waste disposal/recycling

42

Improving knowledge about local land
management business

39

Reducing use of motor vehicles

30

There appears to be general interest in these ‘green’ issues with respondents expressing a
particular interest in buying more local produce, recycling more waste and using more
recyclable materials.

9. Housing
10% said the price of buying houses in Upham might force them to move away in the
future, 75% said it would not. 6% said that they might want to rent/lease a house in
Upham in the future, 80% said they would not.
With respect to building of new houses 13% said that no new houses should be built, 11%
did not respond whilst the remaining 77% said that it would be appropriate to build from
1-21+ (average 18).
51% of respondents thought it was important that affordable housing should be built in
Upham, with 25% saying it was not important. 26% of respondents said that there should
be no affordable homes available in Upham, whilst the remaining 74% thought that
between 1-21+ (average 16) should be available.
Because the Parish Council was also consulting the village about new housing, an analysis
of the responses to the housing questions was passed directly to them for their
information. The steering group decided that OVOV would take no further action on
housing.
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10. Self-employed/business
The responses from self-employed/business owners
were very similar to the overall response. Of the 117
respondents in paid employment, 21% reported
running a business from Upham (with an extra 5%
saying they might do in future), and 32% gave their
main place of work as Upham. 39% also said they
sometimes work at home rather than going into the
office. These are quite substantial minorities,
although they may not be entirely representative of
the community, as the sample is biased towards
older age groups who may be more likely to be selfemployed rather than in full employment.
75% of all respondents rated local businesses
as important or very important to the future
of the village. 55% were in favour of an
increase in business activity, though most of
these (51%) suggested a small increase. The
remaining respondents wished business
activity to stay the same.
95% of self-employed/business owners said fast broadband speed was important with 78%
dissatisfied with their current broadband speed. Similarly, 96% said that good mobile
signal was important, and 71% expressed dissatisfaction with current coverage.
Of the 54 respondents who run businesses in Upham, or might do so in the future, 63%
cited faster broadband, 24% better mobile signal, and 9% better communication as the
most helpful development for businesses. Approximately 25% of respondents commented
on the place of business in Upham. Of those who did, about one third favoured small-scale
developments essential to a thriving community, provided they did not impact on the
nature of the village.
No specific action points were identified from these responses, although they do lend
strong support for the need for faster broadband and better mobile telephone coverage,
which would provide a stimulus for the development of both new and existing businesses.

11. Services
In general, there was a high level of satisfaction with utilities and services. The telephone
landline was ranked the lowest, which may be associated with slow broadband speed and
BT’s ability/willingness to resolve the issue. The relatively low satisfaction with the
landline will be taken up by the Broadband group.
Satisfaction with services (122 households)
Service
Water supply
Postal service
Oil
Solid fuel
Foul waste collection
Calor/LPG
Domestic Rubbish
Telephone landline

No of responses
115
120
83
35
105
28
118
120
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% very + quite satisfied
96
95
94
91
91
86
86
76

The specific issue of drainage was considered. Most households had either a cesspit (37%)
or a septic tank (42%). The questionnaire asked the following question about the
installation of main drainage in the village.
Would you be in favour of having mains drainage installed throughout the village? (%)
Response

Total
(122 households)

Lower Upham
(34)

Upham
(74)

Outlying areas
(14)

Definitely

27

50

20

7

Probably

20

12

24

14

Not sure

28

21

24

57

Probably not

16

15

18

14

Definitely not

9

3

12

7

As expected, the support for mains drainage is highest in Lower Upham. Overall only 27%
of responders said they would definitely be in favour of installing mains drainage with a
further 20% probably in favour. The written comments support the data above in that
there were more of less equal numbers in favour (41%) and against (40%).
This level of support does not appear to provide a mandate for mains drainage and on this
basis the steering group decided not to campaign for the installation of mains drainage in
the Parish.

12. Youth
Young people over 10 years of age were invited to complete questionnaires. The
percentage filling in individual questionnaires was lower than for the village as a whole,
with only 17 (8%) of the responses from those aged up to 30. 53% of these had attended
the village school.
The following summary includes all those in full-time education.
In most areas the views of the young people who responded were similar to the adults.
However, on two of the questions, young people were in 100% agreement. Firstly they all
reported that Upham was a warm and welcoming community, compared with 75% of other
residents. They were also unanimous in their view that broadband speeds were
unsatisfactory.
It should also be noted that there were no negative comments about young people on any
of the returned sheets.
The young people also gave higher scores than the total response for valuing the
people/neighbours/community spirit etc (60% vs 42%).
Groups and Activities

Young people were supportive of all the village activities although only 13% of them felt
the Parish Council was important whereas 67% rated it unimportant. This contrasts
strongly with 67% of the same group rating the District Council as important with 13%
thinking it was not.
Interest in sporting activities was strong. 53% wanted to know more about tennis against
only 13% generally. Mountain biking and cricket also attracted 20% levels of interest.
The Church was rated as important with 75% attending services. 20% of young respondents
use the village hall weekly.
As for potential new groups, there was interest in computer lessons and 40% supported
fitness training, which was twice the older population rate.
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As with others in the village the young respondents would like more cultural and social
events. 67% felt the need for facilities for them to meet.
Roads and Transport

The young people responding are driven/drive in cars on most days, 27% cycle weekly and
53% walk every day. Some also ride horses. Whilst road signage was not an issue, the state
of the roads was.
Despite being very frequent road users, speed was not a concern for this age group
although they were very supportive of a 20mph limit at the school.
This group was the biggest user of public transport, with 20% using the bus every day and
67% claiming they would use it more if the service was improved by greater frequency,
more destinations and more direct routes.
13% of young respondents cited buses not stopping as opposed to 3% of adults. There was
also some support for a Zebra crossing from this group too.

13. Survey of children at Upham Primary School
In June 2013 the children of Upham School were asked to complete a questionnaire as
part of the initiative to gather data from Upham residents. 80 children from every class
responded.
29 of these said they lived in Upham, whilst 51 did not.
A range of observations and comments were made about the village and there were a
number of common themes, many of which resonated with the household and individual
questionnaires returned in Sept / Oct 2013.
Likes
The children expressed strong support for the recreation ground. The duck pond and the
school were also cited as good aspects of the Village. Many children liked living in a
countryside environment, commenting that it is peaceful and beautiful. A sense of
community was also reflected by the responses.

The Duck Pond

The Recreation Ground

Dislikes
41% of the children said that there is nothing they disliked about the Village. There were,
however, opinions about the traffic, particularly relating to lorries travelling along narrow
roads. Many children liked the duck pond, although quite a few felt that it was dirty and
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needed attention (this has since been renovated). Slow broadband was also mentioned an
issue.
Changes
The overwhelming request for change was to provide more things for them to do. Many of
the suggestions for activities were for outdoor pursuits, including a skate park, a
swimming pool, leisure centre, squash court, rifle shooting range and a monster truck
alley. Other common requests were for more shops, providing pavements and slowing
down the traffic.
The results are shown in the following pie charts.

What do you like about Upham?

Rural life
25%

Recreation
ground
37%

Community
11%
Pond Village
9% facilties
13%

Everything
5%

Is there anything you don't like about Upham?

Dirty pond
10%
Other
11%

Traffic
23%

Slow broadband
9%

No
41%

Lack of facilities
6%
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If you could change Upham, what would you do?

Build pavements
6%

Clean the
duck pond
Build a skate park
9%
13%

More events
4%

Other
7%

More
animals/wildlife
6%

Slow down/reduce
traffic
9%
Better facilities
36%

Don't change
anything
10%

14. Comparison of 50 years and under, with 51+ years old
In general, responses from the two age groups were similar although the strength of
opinion sometimes differed. The chart below shows those issues where the difference in
response was equal to or more than 20%

affordable housing importance
poor BB speed
internet use most days
important to village - upham velo
important to village - book clubs
travel by bicycle
warm and welcoming
most valued - community
lived here 20+ years
lived here 1-5 years
0

20

40

51+ years

16

0-50 years

60

80

100

120

Most of the issues highlighted above might be expected for example, more younger people
travel by bicycle. However, two issues are interesting. Firstly, 61% of the older age group
were in favour of building affordable housing compared with only 36% of the younger
group, and secondly, 88% of the younger group found the village warm and welcoming
compared with 66% of the older group.

Issues we identified
Much of the information gathered shows that Villagers want to maintain the village as it is
– we like living in this rural environment with easy access to facilities, and we enjoy the
community spirit of the village. There are issues that we would like to address but we
must not lose sight of the fact that people live here because they like it here. So our
aspiration in the action plan below is to maintain what people value and change only those
things which we feel will positively affect our environment.
The OVOV team has put together this package of initiatives, but the delivery of them will
need the commitment and involvement of the community as a whole, with the Parish
Council’s role being to bring in assistance and support from outside bodies.
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Roads and Traffic
Issue

Action

Outcome sought

Key Milestones

Responsible
organisations

Resources needed

Expected
completion date

1. Speed limit for
the Village

Contact
-Parish Council
-Hampshire CC
Highways
-Winchester CC
To make Police
aware.

30mph for all the
roads in the Parish
20mph for the
School area
Refuge Island
opposite the Post
office with
Pedestrian Crossing

1.Refuge Island
2. 30mph limit
achieved
3. Pedestrian
Crossing with
Refuge Island
4. 20mph limit in
School Area

Community
Parish Council
Hampshire
Highways
Winchester CC

Funding for new
Speed Signs.

2016

2. Volume of heavy
vehicles and farm
traffic

Physical check on
volume.
Record for Parish
Council

Record of size and
number of heavy
vehicles.

Report back to
Parish Council
Check on
development

Community

Funding for any
restriction signs

2015

3. Road
Maintenance
Programme

Check with
Winchester/Highway
Maintenance
Physical check

Improvement to
programme
Prioritise work .

Plan to improve
the programme
linked in with
Parish Council

Community
Winchester DC
Parish Council

Road Funding
Programme

2016

4. New Village
Entry Signs

Check on possible
new signs for
Winchester Road
and Mortimers Lane.

New Village Entry
signs with common
theme.

1.Check possible
Upham Parish
2.Plan to develop
new village signs.

Community

Funding

2016/17

5. Maintenance of
Roadside Ditches

Group to walk the
village to identify
problems

Roadside ditches
kept in good order

Plan to improve
the maintenance of
ditches with Parish
Council.
Use of lengthsman

Community
Parish Council

Cost of lengthsman

2015

6. Drainage of
surface water

Group to check on
problems with
surface water in the
village

Plan to improve
situation in the
village linked back
to Parish Council

Report back to
Parish Council.
Check on progress

Community
Parish Council

Dependent on Plan

Dependent on Plan
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Community
Issue

Action

Outcome Sought

Key Milestones

Responsible
organisations

Resources
needed

Expected
completion date

1. Welcome given
to newcomers to
the village.

To develop the
existing scheme

A more effective
welcome and
information pack
given to new
residents.

Meeting with
existing group
organisers to
develop new
pack/booklet with
new visitor list.

Community/
Existing Community
Care Group

Funding if booklet
produced

Nov. 2014

2.Communication
throughout the
village

To develop a
communication
plan coordinating
the use of varied
media.

Improvement of
communication
across the village
through the use of
a variety of media.

Formation of
Communication
committee to act
as editorial board,
with Notice board,
News-sheet and
Website subgroups

Community
Parish Council

Funding

Spring 2015

3. Formation of
new groups and
organisation of
different activities
in the village.

To enable those
wishing to form
new groups and
organise different
activities.

More interest
groups and more
community events
held in the village

Use a variety of
communication
methods to
advertise interest
in new groups and
activities. Establish
ways of facilitating
the formation of
new groups.

Community
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Spring 2015

Issue

Action

Outcome Sought

Key Milestones

Responsible
organisations

Resources
needed

Expected
completion date

4. Inform existing
groups of
Questionnaire
responses.

To pass on relevant
data to groups

Existing groups
have data which
may help them to
develop

Produce Data sheet
to pass on to each
group.

Community

As soon as Action
plan agreed

5. Inform School,
Church, Village
Hall and
Recreation
Ground of
questionnaire
responses.

To pass on relevant
data to organisations

Organisations have
relevant data to
enable them to
form action plans
should they choose
to do so.

Produce data sheet
to pass on to each
organisation.

Community

As soon as Action
plan agreed.

6. Investigate the
feasibility of
registering village
assets valued by
the community

See
Winchester.gov/com
munity/community
right to bid

Report to Parish
Council

Community

Spring 2015

Environment
Issue

Action

Outcome Sought

Key Milestones

Responsible
organisations

Resources
needed

Expected
completion date

1. Local produce

Support for local
residents to buy
local produce, and
produce that is
recyclable.

Residents more
able to buy local
produce

Group formed to
look at community
growing
Annual celebration
event
Linking with other
initiatives

Winchester City
Council
Community with
support from local
businesses where
necessary

Community
volunteers
Funding application
Corporate sponsors

Group and event in
Autumn 2014
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Others ongoing

Issue

Action

Outcome Sought

Key Milestones

Responsible
organisations

Resources
needed

Expected
completion date

2. Recycling

Informing /lobbying
the local council of
the interest in
more house-hold
recycling.

Inform and lobby
local councils
Support offered to
school after
withdrawal of
awareness raising
from WCC

Greater variety of
plastics and food
waste being
collected and more
recyclable goods
being available

Parish Council and
Winchester City
Council
Supported by local
volunteers

Cllr and volunteer
time

Ongoing

3. Tranquillity

To monitor
tranquillity

Tranquillity
maintained

Tranquillity data

Parish Council with
support of
community

Volunteers

ongoing

4. Built
environment

Inform and support
local parish council
to update design
statement

Village design
statement(VDS) to
include guidance
on management,
vernacular
buildings and
views, and wildlife
mitigation measure

VDS updated

Parish Council
With volunteers

Volunteer and Cllr
time
survey equipment
VDS revision costs

Mar 15

5. Natural
environment

Awareness
activities with
environmental
themes based on
key areas in the
survey

Baseline data of
what we appreciate
Hedgerows and
trees
Farm awareness
Village More
seating

Wildlife data
More seating in
place
Continue to
evaluate public
open spaces
Ensure
management plans
include support for
biodiversity
Farm tours

Community
volunteers
Tree warden (s)
Landowners

Event costs
Visiting expertise

Ongoing
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Issue

Action

Outcome Sought

Key Milestones

Responsible
organisations

Resources
needed

6. Quality of life in
and around Upham

Reduce things
which adversely
affect the quality
of life in and
around Upham

Reduce dog waste
and litter
Improve
maintenance of
public rights of
way, including
accessibility

Monitoring of paths
for litter, poo and
access issues
Raise awareness of
complaints
procedure
Stiles replaced
with gates

Rights of Way
officers, Dog
Warden, Parish
Council with
support of
volunteers

Funding for Kissing
gates

Expected
completion date

Youth
Issue

Action

Outcome Sought

Key Milestones

Responsible
organisations

Resources
needed

Expected
completion date

1. Lack of
knowledge of the
role of the Parish
Council

Parish council
representatives to
give a presentation
to school children

Youth understand
the role of the PC

Completion of task

Parish Council

Time

2014
Autumn Term

2. Interest in
fitness training

Investigate whether
the provision of a
taster course would
get sufficient sign
up

Series of sessions
that could lead to
regular group

Identify target age
group and level of
interest
Find suitable
provider

Parish council and
community

Initial volunteer
time to find trainer
and survey young
people

Spring 2015
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Communication – Broadband and Mobile signal
Issue

Action

Outcome Sought

Key Milestones

Responsible
organisations

Resources
needed

Expected
completion date

1. Poor broadband
speed affecting
business economy
and quality of life

Campaign for super
fast broadband
programme to
cover Upham

Workable
broadband
throughout the
parish - 10 MB
minimum available.

Agreement with
provider on timing
and scope of
programme.
Completion of
installation

Community
Parish Council
Service provider

Either none or
£50,000 plus

Hoped 2016
Expected 2017

2. Poor or non
existing mobile
signal affecting
business economy
and quality of life.

Achieve better
mobile signal
either by central
aerial or via broad
band.

A good mobile
signal

Agreement with
service providers
on strategy for
provision

Community
Parish Council
Service provider

Beyond community
capacity to fund

In the hands of
national network
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Appendix 1
Villagers involved in this Parish Plan
Steering Group members
John Edwards (Chair), Gwyn Halsall (Secretary), Eve Croucher (Treasurer),David Ashe
(Bridging Co-ordinator/PC), Janet Dunford (PC), Ann Judd (PC), Jane Ashe, Jenny Bird,
Judith Carrie, Mike Elliott, Richard Green, Cyn Kimble, Roy Kimble, Ruth Staples Rolfe,
Pat Waller.
Other attendees: John Corner, Keith Dalley, Darrell Dipper, Diana Fennell, Keith Fennell,
David Perry, Lynn Swanwick, Paul Swanwick.
Roads and Traffic (inc Rights of Way)

Community

Roy Kimble

Cyn Kimble

John Corner

Jane Brown

Derek Pitter

Mike Elliott

Lynn Swanwick

Dermot Flaherty

Pat Waller

Sue Metcalfe
David Perry
Mick Pearce

Environment

Older people

Ruth Staples Rolfe

Janet Dunford

Diana Fennell

Pat Waller

Keith Fennell
Sarah Le May

Business

Paul Swanwick

Jenny Bird

John Williams

Chris Little

Youth
Judith Carrie in consultation with:
Daisy and Ben Brown, Caitlin and Patrick Cheshire, Max Morris, Ryan Orr, Ben and Jessica
Rowlatt, Thomas Sutton, Josh Taylor, Georgia and Louisa Tice.
School

Communication (Broadband/mobile)

Mike Elliott

David Ashe

David Woolley
Market Research Adviser/Data analysis

Logo

Phil Gurd

Val Williams

Report
Edited and compiled: Gwyn Halsall
Photos/formatting: Chris Little
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Begin to deliver actions

Revisit actions and agree responsibilities, timescales, etc.

Launch plan to gain maximum recognition and support

Implementing the plan

Obtain feedback on plan

Communicate the purpose and intentions of plan.

Draft final plan document

Drafting the plan

Scope actions to be included in plan

Analysis of data

Action planning

Collection of questionnaires

Distribution of questionnaires

Questionnaire development

Prepare material for Church Fete

Community Consultation

Project Plan

Creation of working groups

Set up steering group

Planning the project

Overall programme

Final plan completed

Draft plan presented to Parish Council

Exhibition in Village Hall

Questionnaires returned

Questionnaire delivered to all households in the village

Church Fete

Launch meeting in Village Hall

Steering Group visits every household delivering flyers

Formation of Upham: Our Village, Our Voice.

Public Meeting in Village Hall

Inception of Parish Plan at Parish Council meeting

Specific events

Planning the project

Community Consultation

Action Planning

Drafting the plan

Implementing the plan

#### #### Apr '12 #### Jun '12 Jul '12 #### #### Oct '12 #### #### Jan '13 #### #### Apr '13 #### Jun '13 Jul '13 #### #### Oct '13 #### #### Jan '14 #### #### Apr '14 #### Jun '14 Jul '14 #### #### Oct '14 #### #### Jan '15 #### ####

Appendix 2
Timeline

